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U S E R
S U R V E Y R E P O R T

Context to this Survey
The purpose of the 2019 User Survey was to determine User satisfaction and impact, to
gather data which would enable outcomes-informed planning and reporting, in relation to
the Community Research Theory of Change.
Methodology and questions
In April 2019, a survey was emailed to 6,681 people on the Community Research mailing
list. It was sent 1st April and closed 18th April. Responses were collected by Survey Monkey.
A total of 6,861 User Surveys were sent, 4.4% responded.
Overview of Findings
Overall the responses show clear, consistent enthusiastic endorsement of the work we do,
and evidence of value and impact.
Community Research is fulfilling its intended outcomes (Theory of Change) relative to
information-provision, connections, increasing people's knowledge of effective practices,
and in relation to Māori aspirations. We are increasing the likelihood that groups undertake
good research and evaluation, with the specific webinars on Appreciative Inquiry and
Outcomes having made a significant impact on several respondents.
Feedback on how we would do better focussed mainly on suggesting we put our efforts into
profile-building, increasing our visibility, and increased communications both digitally and
face-to-face, with comments that our great work should be spread more widely
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Question 1:

times

C O L L E C T I O N S

To assist Whānau Ora
practitioners and supply
them with vital tools
and knowledge

NGO-friendly tools and
resources to prepare
groups for evidencebased contracting

Which Community Research resources are most useful to you?
(Tick all that apply)

283
RESPONSES

Webinars by Community Research

190

19 %

Research collection on Community Research Website 188

19 %

What Works website resources

153

15 %

Research Collection on Whānau Ora website

151

15 %

Newsletters

141

14 %

Code of Practice

87

9%

Directory of Researchers

84

8%

What's one thing you'd tell a friend about these resources, or a
whakataukī that sums them up?
(Free text)

Question 2:

248
RESPONSES

Analysis of answers - How we are perceived
Themes included:
Community Research is a trusted voice of research
and the sector (professional, high-quality resources)
Community Research provides easy access to
essential tools and resources
It meets the aspirations of Māori, particularly by
providing relevant information
Locally relevant, New Zealand-specific research
Provides Sector connections, fostering a collective
strength
Community Research is a trusted voice of research in the sector and provides professional,
high-quality resources.

"

There is some interesting, fact-based information available through Community Research
which doesn't rely on anecdotes and mis-information.
Extremely informative about evidence-based practices around the community. Inspirational
speakers that are truly humble within their sectors.
Very professional, culturally appropriate resources.
A great collection of resources and ideas for what's happening in the community led research
space.

"

Community Research Webinars absolutely brilliant and invaluable sources of information, my
colleagues and I get so much out of them!

"

Community Research provides easy access to essential tools and resources.
Practical, useful resources to support your mahi in the community and/or your own research.
Really insightful, practical online resources, accessible at any time.
He pataka tino pai! This is an awesome repository and network.

"

Ko te manu e kai ana i te miro, nōna te ngahere. Engari, ko te manu e kai ana i te mātauranga,
nōna te ao.

"

It meets the aspirations of Māori, particularly by providing relevant information.
It is a motherload of resources on tangata whenua in one place.
Good quality current research especially about Māori topics.
Vital and current information on indigenous world views.

"

If you need up to date information the best way is to tap into these resources and share it.
There is so much more Māori can learn and absorb through research.

"

Locally relevant, New Zealand-specific research.
A good source of New Zealand relevant information on how to go about evaluation.
Up to date and relevant to NZ and the goals of the health sector.
So useful having articles, research and info from a local perspective.
Awesome window into community research offering evidence-based fodder for
conversations and developments from a uniquely Aotearoa context.

"

The research prompted here is at the forefront of social and community development in
New Zealand.

"

Provides Sector connections, fostering a collective strength.
They are a useful resource for community-based research initiatives.

There's some really effective opportunities to hear what's going on in community
development online, with interactive opportunities, an active community of practitioners
combined with academic research - it feels cohesive and relevant.
You should use the resource for targeted information requirements (when you know what
you're looking for), but it's also a useful meeting place for exposure to ideas, concepts, areas
etc you might not have otherwise known about so keep an open mind when browsing.
Interaction with others in the community who are doing hands on, real time research.
E hara taku toa i te toa taki tahi i te toa taki tini.
It’s not by the works of one alone, it is by that of many.

"

Question 3:

How has Community Research made a difference?
Tick all of the following that are true to you:

303
RESPONSES

I'm better informed. My work is informed by evidence of what's working elsewhere

199

66 %

Research by or about the Tangatā Whenuā, Community and Voluntary sector is available

148

49 %

I'm aware of Community Research's resources and I'm using the researches, webinars or websites 113

49 %

I have better resources and skills for undertaking research, or gathering evidence.

112

37 %

The quality of Community led research and evaluation practice has improved in Aotearoa

100

37 %

I'm more aware of quality and standards, for doing research, or gathering evidence

88

29 %

I'm more likely to undertake research or gather evidence

73

24 %

There are better connections between Government, researchers and the sector, in Aotearoa and

71

23%

63

21%

internationally
As Māori, my aspirations are strengthened

Question 4:

Tell us what change Community Research has made to you, or to your
organisation. For example, please describe our most significant impact.
Feel free to provide us with detail.

213
RESPONSES

Analysis of Answers: The User Survey provides evidence that
Community Research is affecting the following outcomes:
Organisations are setting better strategies. They are using
evidence to make improvements
Organisations are setting better strategies. They are using
evidence to make improvements
Organisations are developing outcomes frameworks and using
Appreciative Inquiry and logic modelling
People feel connected and informed, and their collective
capability has been fostered
People are using an amazing collection of essential tools and
resources, whenever and wherever they need them, including
rural and isolated groups
Māori aspirations are being met, particularly through the
availability of Māori-centred research
Organisations and evaluators are undertaking better research
People are better at working with communities

"

Organisations are setting better strategies. They are using evidence to make improvements
Community research material has served to inform our organization's strategies and also to
develop our own research.

"

Used the AI method for a recent strategy session with our Board and plan to do same for an
upcoming community workshop.
Organisations are developing outcomes frameworks; using Appreciative Inquiry and logic
modelling

"

Still in early stages, but expect to be heavily using the evaluation information (Theory of
Change/Logic Models etc). Embedding evaluation throughout the organisation is a priority.
The appreciative inquiry webinar provided me with a tool to apply to my work around the
strategy my team is about to roll out.
I used some aspects of the Appreciative Inquiry models that were discussed recently.

"

Decided to implement an RBA framework for our funding programme. Promoted the value of
evidence to community groups we work with.

"

People feel connected and informed, and their collective capability has been fostered
Information is power, I am better informed.
Informed about new research evidence and meeting place for like-minded people.

We love sharing your stuff online and promoting it so as many people as possible can benefit
from it :)
The webinars have connected us to a range of community research groups and people.
The webinars in particular, mean that I keep up to date with developments in the community
research field.I work in a small regional city where there aren't the same resources etc that
larger cities have that I could access.

"

People are using an amazing collection of essential tools and resources, whenever and
wherever they need them, including rural and isolated groups
For someone who works alone and from home it is one of a few online options that keeps me
connected to other researchers and activity.

"

Enables me to keep up-to-date. I have very limited professional development opportunities in
Taranaki.
We are a very small community-based organisation. Knowing what is happening in our field is
very helpful for planning our training, for carrying out our māhī.

"

Again, love the webinars. Am unable to attend all day training sessions etc due to workload,
so appreciate I can participate from my desk!

"

Māori aspirations are being met, particularly through the availability of Māori-centred research
Being able to see research by tangata whenua about tangata whenua has been great. We are
looking at embarking on research as well within the social sector and find this information
valuable.
It has become a trusted resource for evidence relevant to Māori and our development within
a whānau ora approach.
Any research around Whānau Ora or Māori Health enhances my practice of encouraging
whānau to access services available to them.
Work in progress but we are slowly moving to being a bicultural organisation, respecting our
Tangata Whenua and with the information we gather from Community Research, this supports
us on this journey.

"

"

Organisations and evaluators are undertaking better research
There is a valuable, organised body of Aotearoa community research and "how to" resources
accessible to people I work with doing community-led māhī that makes doing and using
research within reach. I often refer students or community organisations struggling with how to
do effective evaluation to Community Research.
Participating in the webinars has given me more confidence in my research work.
Greater awareness and understanding of doing research. As well as providing research role
models who willingly share their knowledge, experiences and skills.

"

I have attended two webinars so far but the one on appreciative inquiry has made a huge
impact on me as a researcher.

"

People are better at working with communities
Relevant to the community I live in. Brings knowledge into context for our own community,
but also provides us examples of what other communities are doing for their rohe...
Always go back to the community to better understand their needs and set my practice
accordingly to meet their needs.
Increases my knowledge and available resources to share with the communities in which I
work as relevant or requested.

"

An increased awareness of needing to kōrero with our community and stakeholders
particularly Māori.

Question 5:

Can you suggest any areas for improvement, or ideas for new work?

143
RESPONSES

62 responses were along the lines of 'Nothing to suggest.'/'Doing great work already!'
There was a broad variety of other suggestions. Most common themes were:
More promotion, such as better promotional strategies to spread the word about what
Community Research does; better integration with mainstream.
Suggestions for specific webinar and research topics, especially requests for more
Māori/Māori-led research.
Technical suggestions/feedback, such as the need for work to fix website links and improve
the searchability of the Researcher Directory.

Question 5:

Tell us your location
The main urban centres dominated, with respondent numbers
Auckland (70), Wellington (60) and Canterbury (31), followed by Bay of Plenty and
Waikato- equal on (25), then Manawatu-Whanganui (18), Northland (16) and Otago (12).

Question 7:

Before you go, do you have any other concerns, comments or putanga
aroha?

132
RESPONSES

The majority (101) said no concerns, thank you, great job, and keep up the good work.
For example:

"

He taonga tēnei kaupapa, ka tika te kōrero a tētahi atu…kei a tātou ngā momo mea hei hapai
hei whakahonohono hei rapopoto ngā kupu pono o ngā tirohanga mai te Ao Māori.
I love this space, and I'm constantly keeping track of what is available to myself and my team.
Ka nui te aroha!
Thanks to you all! Have loved your webinars and feel like the work you highlight really matters
to me, my whānau, and my work.
Pai tou māhī tika.... ki a kaha, ki a māia ki a manawanui, mauri ora.
Keep up the great māhī and share the light on our people always acknowledge the whakapapa
of the research back to its origins a whānau a hapu.
No. Love your māhī. It is a great resource for Aotearoa. Thank you also to your funders for
supporting this initiative.
Kia ora!! Thank you for the great and co designed māhī done with aroha!

"

A few said they would love to access the resources more but do not have enough time available.

A B O U T

C O M M U N I T Y

R E S E A R C H

Community Research is an incorporated society established in 2008. Read the 2007 Constitution.
We contribute to ‘A healthy, engaged and informed Tangata Whenua, Community and Voluntary Sector
in Aotearoa New Zealand’. Read our Theory of Change here
We operate a Treaty-based model of governance to reflect Te Tiriti o Waitangi. Find out about our people
We are supported by funders and a small membership. Find out who supports Community Research

Community Research (The Tangata Whenua, Community & Voluntary Sector Research Centre) is a Registered Charity number CC31562
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